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numerous critics are pointing to deficiencies in the British legal

system, deficiencies that seem to deny a proper defense to many

clients who are charged with crimes.(A) Severe and increasing

numerous critics are pointing to deficiencies in the British legal

system, deficiencies that seem(B) Severe and increasing numerous

critics point to deficiencies in the British legal system, deficiencies

seeming(C) Severe and increasingly numerous critics are pointing to

deficiencies in the British legal system that seem(D) Severely and

increasingly numerous critics point to deficiencies in the British legal

system seeming (E) Severely and increasingly numerous critics are

pointing to deficiencies in the British legal system that seem122.

Without hearing a word of what is being said or shouted, an

experienced trader on the floor of the stock exchange can listen to

the hum of voices around them and tell what is happening.(A)

Without hearing a word of what is being said or shouted, an

experienced trader(B) Without hearing a word of what is being said

or shouted, experienced traders(C) Even though the person has not

heard a word of what is being said or shouted, an experienced

trader(D) Even when the person has not heard a word that is being

said or shouted, experienced traders (E) In spite of not hearing a

word of what is being said or shouted, an experienced trader123.

Degler does more than merely summarizing existing research. he



constructs a coherent picture of two centuries of studies dealing with

the changing roles of women.(A) Degler does more than merely

summarizing(B) Degler’s study is more than a mere summarizing

of(C) Degler has done more than a mere summarizing of(D) Degler

’s study has done more than summarize merely (E) Degler does

more than merely summarize124. In the Soviet Union the attorney

’s role is often played by the judge, who not only reserves time to

hear citizens’ legal complaints and also prepares their cases should

the claims be valid.(A) and also prepares their cases should the

claims be(B) but also does the preparation of their cases if the claims

should be(C) and their cases are prepared if the claims are(D) but

also prepares their cases if the claims are (E) and prepares their cases

if the claims are125. Based on pinto beans and corn tortillas, the Pima

Indians have a diet that derives 70 percent of its protein from

vegetable sources and only 30 percent from animal foods, the reverse

of the typical North American diet.(A) Pima Indians have a diet that

derives(B) Pima Indians in their diet derive(C) diet of the Pima

Indians derives(D) diets of the Pima Indians have derived (E) diet of

the Pima Indians, derivin126. Cooperative apartment houses have

the peculiar distinction of being dwellings that must also operate as

businesses.(A) of being dwellings that must also operate as

businesses(B) of dwellings that must also operate like business(C)

that they are dwellings that must operate like business(D) that, as

dwellings, they must also operate like businesses (E) to be a dwelling

that must also operate as a business127. People who inherit the sickle

cell anemia gene from only one parent seem to be resistant to



malaria, an evolutionary advantage that may explain why a genetic

condition so debilitating to many individuals has survived in the

human population.(A) seem to be resistant to malaria,(B) seemingly

are resistant to malaria,(C) seem to be resistant to malaria and

have(D) seemingly are resistant to malaria and to have (E) are, it

seems, resistant to malaria, and they have128. During the

Renaissance, scholars were uncertain as to the location of Troy, and

by the eighteenth century many historians doubted that Troy had

ever existed.(A) doubted that Troy had ever existed(B) doubt that

Troy has ever existed(C) were in doubt as to the existence of

Troy(D) were doubtful concerning Troy’s existence (E) had

doubts about Troy’s ever existing129. As a result of the continuing

decline in the birth rate, less people will enter the labor force in the

1980’s than did in the 1960’s and 1970’s, a twenty year period

during which people born after the war swelled the ranks of

workers.(A) less people will enter the labor force in the 1980’s

than(B) less people will be entering the labor force in the 1980’s

as(C) fewer people will enter the labor force in the 1980’s as(D)

fewer people will be entering the labor force in the 1980’s as (E)

fewer people will enter the labor force in the 1980’s than130. The

fastest of mammals, cheetah’s bodies are geared to accelerate from

one to forty miles per hour in less than two seconds and reach speeds

of seventy miles per hour.(A) The fastest of mammals, cheetah’s

bodies are geared to(B) The fastest of mammals, the body of cheetah

’s bodies is able to(C) Faster than other mammals, the body of the

cheetah is geared to(D) The fastest of mammals, the cheetah can (E)



The cheetah, the fastest of mammals, have bodies that can131. No

state law forbids an employer from rejecting a job applicant or to

dismiss an employee based on the results of a lie detector test.(A) an

employer from rejecting a job applicant or to dismiss(B) an

employer to reject a job applicant or dismiss(C) that employers

reject a job applicant or dismiss(D) the rejection by an employer of a

job applicant or dismissal of (E) rejection by employers of a job

applicant or dismissal of132. The attorney turned down the law firm

’s offer of a position because she suspected that it was meant merely

to fill an affirmative action quota with no commitment to minority

hiring and eventually promoting.(A) quota with no commitment to

minority hiring and eventually promoting(B) quota, having no

commitment to minority hiring and eventually promoting(C) quota

and did not reflect a commitment to minority hiring and eventual

promotion(D) quota, not reflecting a commitment to minority

hiring and eventual promotion (E) quota, not one that reflected that

minority hiring and eventual promotion was a commitment133.

Most Corporations pay at least twice as much to full-time employees,

if the value of benefits, sick days, and paid vacation days are included

in earnings, than to part-time employees, whose hourly wages are

often higher than those of their full-time colleagues.(A) are included

in earnings, than(B) are included in earnings, as(C) is included in

earnings, than they pay(D) is included in earnings, as is paid (E) is

included in earnings, as they pay134. The school board ruling

mandating that physically handicapped students be placed in regular

classroom settings whenever possible also assured all children who



have a reading problem of special aid.(A) be placed in regular

classroom settings whenever possible also assured all children who

have a reading problem(B) should be placed in regular classroom

settings whenever possible also assures all children that have a

reading problem(C) are placed in regular classroom settings

whenever possible also assures those children who are having reading

problems(D) be placed in regular classroom settings whenever

possible also assured children with reading problems (E) should be

placed in regular classroom settings whenever possible also has

assured all those children with a reading problem135. The brain is

something of a stimulus reduction system, a means to reduce, in

order to comprehend, the nearly infinite amount of stimuli that

reach the senses at any given moment.(A) a means to reduce, in

order to comprehend, the nearly infinite amount(B) a means to

reduce, in order to comprehend, the nearly infinite number(C) the

means of reducing for comprehending the nearly infinite number(D)

the means that reduces, in order to comprehend, the nearly infinite

amount (E) the means for reducing in order to comprehend the

nearly infinite amount 100Test 下载频道开通，各类考试题目直
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